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1 Summary

The field of collective robotics exploits the use of technologically simple robots,
deployed in large numbers, to collectively perform complex tasks. Here, the
real challenge is in developing simple algorithms which the robots can execute
autonomously, based on data from their vicinity, to achieve global behavior.
One such global task that many researchers (including the authors) have de-
veloped algorithms for is the formation of a circle. In this chapter, we discuss
how the circle formation algorithm can be used as a means for solving other
formation and organization problems in multi-robot systems. The idea behind
this approach is that circle formation can be seen as a method of organizing
the robots in a regular formation which can then be exploited. This involves
identifying specific robots to achieve different geometric patterns like lines,
semicircles, triangles and squares, and dividing the robots into subgroups,
which can then perform specific group-wise tasks. The algorithms that achieve
these tasks are entirely distributed and do not need any manual intervention.
The results from these studies are presented here.

2 Collective Robotics

Collective robotics is the study of groups of relatively simple robots that
are capable of moving around and accomplishing tasks collaboratively. The
number of robots used can vary from tens to tens of thousands, based on the
application. The goal is to use robots that are as simple — and therefore, as
cheap — as possible, deploy them in large numbers and coordinate them to
achieve complex tasks.

Groups of robots create a very complex coordination and control problem
because of the extremely large configuration space created by numerous inter-
acting agents. Centralized control methods are not feasible in this situation,
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and the goal of much research in collective robotics has been to find efficient
methods of distributed and decentralized control [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
In particular, the idea of self-organized control arising from each robot/agent
following its own set of behavioral rules has gained almost universal currency
[1, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. In extremely large collections of robots, called swarms,
the focus is on finding very simple behaviors at the robot level that still lead to
the emergence of sophisticated behavior at the group level [18, 19, 20, 21, 22],
but even with relatively small groups of robots, the self-organized approach
has proved to be the most effective.

The key issue in collective robotics is how to specify rules of behavior
and interaction at the level of individual robots such that coordination can
be achieved automatically at the global level. This is called the coordination
problem.

3 Pattern Formation in Collective Robotics

A fundamental problem in collective robotics is to have the group organize
into global formations or patterns. These include simple patterns like circles,
lines, uniform distribution within a circle or square, etc. In the presence of
a central controller, these tasks are trivial, but this is not the case in a dis-
tributed system. The goal here is to have an entirely decentralized system in
which each robot performs tasks autonomously based on information gathered
by itself, preferably from its neighborhood. An important feature in most of
these systems is that the individual entities (robots) are not explicitly aware
that they are involved in pattern formation , and certainly cannot direct it
globally. This also means that only a global observer can truly assess the per-
formance of these systems, and the robots themselves must rely on limited —
possibly incorrect — estimates to make their decisions. This last aspect has
important implications for convergence in robot collectives and other decen-
tralized systems.

The formation of patterns in multi-robot systems has several applications,
some of which are listed below. These highlight the importance of pattern
formation in the real world.

• Surrounding an object or feature in the environment. [23].
• Forming a uniform distribution of robots in a given area for protecting the

area or surveillance. [23, 24].
• Election of a leader or follow-the-leader situations. [25, 26].
• Gathering to share information or for some other task. [25].
• Removal of mines or bomb disposal [27].
• Exploration and mapping in space, underwater, or in other hazardous

environments. [28, 29].
• Formation of sensing grids. [30, 31].
• Managing processes in a manufacturing unit. [32].
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• Carrying, moving and assembling objects. [33].
• Aiding emergency response and decongestion of traffic on highways. [34].

4 Background

This section briefly discusses the work of other researchers in the area of pat-
tern formation. The reader is cautioned that the amount of research done
in this field is immense and this section covers only a few papers that have
directly influenced the work presented in this chapter. In particular, the for-
mation of a circle has been studied by many. The work of Suzuki et al. stands
out in this area [28, 35, 36]. Their multi-robot system (henceforth termed the
Suzuki model) consists of around 50 robots, each of which is autonomous and
mobile. Each is equipped with sensors that can detect the positions of all other
robots instantaneously in the unlimited visibility case, and only its neighbors
in the limited visibility case. Each robot is anonymous, meaning that it does
not have any label, and executes the same algorithm as all other robots. The
robots do not possess any communication capabilities and each has its own
local coordinate system. In the unlimited visibility case, each robot senses the
positions of all other robots and based on the observed coordinates, makes a
move. Each robot determines its nearest and farthest robots and assumes the
center of these robots to be the center of the circle to be formed and moves
towards or away from it. All other robots similarly execute these simple tasks
which eventually lead them to form a circle. In some cases, the original algo-
rithm can lead to the robots forming a triangular shape instead of a circle,
and a small correction was subsequently made to the algorithm by Tanaka
[37] in order to rectify this. The group introduced a similar algorithm that
helped the robots distribute themselves uniformly in a circle and a few more
ways that needed manual intervention to help the system form a polygon,
form a line and divide into groups. In the limited visibility case, they showed
that the robots could converge to a point only when they were synchronous
i.e. executed their tasks in unison.

In the Suzuki model, the different kinds of patterns can be formed only
in the unlimited visibility case. When the application requires a large number
of robots, the assumption that each robot can sense all other robots becomes
unreasonable. A second group of researchers worked on a similar model of
robots but explored the limited visibility case in detail. They showed that the
robots could converge to a single point even in the asynchronous case, provided
they had a sense of direction (possessed a compass) [25]. They analyzed the
different shapes that are achievable by such a system, starting with the case
when the robots have no common knowledge i.e. they do not share a common
sense of direction or orientation, and increasing the knowledge step by step
up to the case when they share everything [38, 27].

A refreshingly different approach to mobile multi-robot formation is pro-
vided by Gordon et al. [30, 31]. The robots here are actually Micro-Air Vehicles
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(MAVs) that need to distribute uniformly in a hexagon or a square in order
to form a sensing grid that can operate like a radar. The motion of the MAVs
is governed by laws that mimic natural gravitational forces, which the au-
thors term artificial physics forces. It is obvious that, in order to compute the
virtual forces underlying their control, such robots need to have capabilities
greater than those assumed in the Suzuki model.

Defago and Konagaya [39] present a method for circle formation based
on extensions of the Suzuki model. This method consists of two algorithms
executed one after the other. The first algorithm places the robots along the
circumference of a circle and the second uniformly distributes the robots along
the circumference. In the circle formation algorithm, the robots are initially
in arbitrary positions. The goal of these robots is to determine the smallest
enclosing circle (SEC) and then move to occupy positions along this circle.
The SEC can be defined often by two, and at most three, extremal robots.
The robots can have their own local coordinate systems, and hence different
views of the environment, but the smallest enclosing circle (SEC) every robot
computes for a given configuration of robots will be the same. However, the
configuration of the robots changes as they move and hence it becomes neces-
sary to ensure that the robots move in such a way that the SEC remains the
same. To achieve this, the robots move according to certain rules based on
Voronoi tessellation of the space around the robots [39]. Once all the robots
take positions along the circumference of the SEC, the second algorithm is
executed to spread the robots along the circumference. Every robot tries to
move half the distance towards the mid-point of its nearest left and right
robots. This method of circle formation is computationally complex because
of the calculation of the Voronoi tessellation [39].

In order to reduce the complexity of the above algorithm, another method
was developed by Markou et al. [40]. In this method, once the SEC is com-
puted, a given robot determines the point on the circumference of the SEC,
that is closest to it and moves towards this point. When all the robots have
taken positions along the circumference, they spread along the circumference
as described earlier [40].

Yun et al. [41] present a novel method for circle formation called the Merge
then Circle algorithm. All the robots move initially towards the midpoint
between their nearest and farthest robots. This, when executed for a long
period of time, brings all the robots together in a cluster. After this step, the
robots sense the positions of other robots and move in a direction of empty
space for a distance equal to the radius of the desired circle. Once this is done,
each robot uses the positions of its two nearest robots to move towards their
midpoint for a more uniform distribution.
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5 A Communication-Based Multi-Robot System

Most of the methods presented in the previous section are based on the Suzuki
model of robots, which makes the assumption that each robot can sense the
positions of all other robots irrespective of their distance from the given robot.
This assumption becomes unreasonable when there are more than a handful of
robots. A more practical model based on wireless communication has recently
been developed by us [42], and is described below. Two circle-formation algo-
rithms — Batch Broadcast of Coordinates (BBC) and Individual Broadcast
of Coordinates (IBC) — have been developed for this model based on the
algorithms in [28, 35, 37].

In the communication-based model, the robots are not equipped with sen-
sors, but are assumed to possess transmitters and receivers, using which they
can communicate messages to each other. The messages are mostly coordinate
positions of the robots. However, the robots are assumed to be able to broad-
cast messages only over a small distance, analogous to the limited visibility
condition in the Suzuki model. In this way, a robot can transmit its position
to its neighbors directly and to distant robots through these neighbors by
propagation (hops). The robots are anonymous in the sense that they cannot
be distinguished from each other either by appearance or by the programs
they possess. They are autonomous in that they do not need intervention
from other robots, humans or external controllers. They are assumed to be
able to move small but definite distances called steps. There are (N) robots
(R1, . . . , RN ) placed initially in random positions on a unit grid and loaded
with the same programs which, when executed by each of them, lead to the
formation of different patterns. Coordinates are shared through communica-
tion and the robots are assumed to follow a global coordinate system. This
can be achieved by either pre-initializing the coordinates externally followed
by path integration, or by the robots themselves setting up a self-organized
coordinate system [43, 44, 38, 45]. The external initializer can be the same as
the one that deploys the robots and is not needed during the system’s pattern
formation phase.

Using this model, and the circle formation algorithms (BBC and IBC) as
the base, other algorithms were developed that exploit the arrangement of
robots in a circle to solve other pattern formation and coordination problems
in such a multi-robot system. This work is presented in the following sections.

6 Beyond Circle Formation - Formation of Other
Patterns and Groups

A circle is a very simple and perfectly symmetric geometric pattern, which
is precisely why its formation is easy with oblivious and anonymous robots.
The formation of other shapes is not so simple because they require designated
vertices, orientations, etc. However, the ability to form a circle can be exploited
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to form other shapes, and for achieving other coordination goals in multi-robot
systems. Basically, forming a circle is a way of organizing an initially randomly
scattered population of robots into a regular shape, which can then be used to
localize and tag specific robots for special tasks. The goal, as always, is to do
this in an entirely distributed manner. This section presents algorithms that
allow robots to achieve non-circular formations without manual intervention,
only using circle formation as the basic organizing principle. Robots can be
pre-programmed so that they first form a circle and then switch to the rules
for forming the desired shape. Alternatively, the robots could be switched to
the algorithm for a particular shape through a one-time global message.

In this work, we consider the formation of a vertical line, a triangle, a
square and a semi-circle. We also look at the canonical problem of splitting
the robot population into groups of approximately equal size. The key prob-
lem in all these cases is to get groups of robots to follow different rules —
corresponding to different roles — with constraints on the relative sizes of the
groups. Since the robots are initially anonymous and randomly distributed,
it is difficult to assign roles systematically. Distributed algorithms for limited
role assignment (such as cluster formation, leader election or gateway designa-
tion in ad-hoc networks) do exist, but these typically assign roles relative to the
actual distribution of agents — e.g., assigning clusters based on agent density
— whereas in formation problems, the roles are assigned relative to a future
desired distribution. Relaxation-style algorithms for these assignments can be
developed, but it is difficult to guarantee their correctness, convergence, etc.
The algorithms based on circle-formation, on the other hand, allow systematic
role assignments in ways that are much easier to analyze. Thus, the proposed
algorithms should not be seen as solving a previously unsolvable problem, but
as an elegant general approach to solving a broad class of important problems.

The basic idea is to use the circle as an ordering basis to split the robots
into nearly equal groups and/or identify robots that define boundaries between
these groups. For the cases presented here, the robots are split into four groups
by dividing the circle into four quadrants. The fact that the robots follow a
global coordinate system is used for this. The robots that have the highest
y coordinate, lowest y coordinate, highest x coordinate and lowest x coordi-
nate are termed as the Rnorth, Rsouth, Reast and Rwest robots, respectively
(Refer to Figure 1). This naming, however, is only for explanation purposes.
Within the algorithms, the robots are still anonymous and autonomous until
the algorithm below labels them. The identification of these four robots is
common for all algorithms, and is done as follows. Every robot Ri executes
the following steps:

Step 1: Broadcast own coordinates (xi, yi).
Step 2: Receive coordinates from other robots. Store the first two

distinct coordinates received as (xn1
i , yn1

i ) and (xn2
i , yn2

i ).
Step 3: Calculate distances from (xi, yi) to (xn1

i , yn1
i ) and (xn2

i , yn2
i )

as Dn1
i and Dn2

i , respectively.
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Rnorth 

Rsouth 

Rwest 
Reast 

Fig. 1. Diagram depicting the North, South, East and West robots in a circle
formation of robots

Step 4: If (Dn2
i > Dn1

i ), swap (xn1
i , yn1

i ) and (xn2
i , yn2

i ).
Step 5: Broadcast own coordinates (xi, yi).
Step 6: Receive coordinates (xj , yj) from another robot. If these coor-

dinates are the same as (xn1
i , yn1

i ) OR (xn2
i , yn2

i ), go to Step 11.
Step 7: Calculate distances from (xi, yi) to (xn1

i , yn1
i ) and (xn2

i , yn2
i )

as Dn1
i and Dn2

i , respectively.
Step 8: Calculate distance between (xi, yi) and (xj , yj) as Dtemp

i .
Step 9: If (Dtemp

i < Dn1
i ), then set (xn2

i , yn2
i ) as (xn1

i , yn1
i ), and then

set (xn1
i , yn1

i ) as (xj , yj). Go to Step 11.
Step 10: If (Dtemp

i < Dn2
i ), then set (xn2

i , yn2
i ) as (xj , yj).

Step 11: Repeat Steps 5 to 10 for N iter1 iterations (chosen empiri-
cally).
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Step 12: If (yi > yn1
i ) AND (yi > yn2

i ), then identify oneself as Rnorth.
STOP.

Step 13: If (yi < yn1
i ) AND (yi < yn2

i ), then identify oneself as Rsouth.
STOP.

Step 14: If (xi > xn1
i ) AND (xi > xn2

i ), then identify oneself as Reast.
STOP.

Step 15: If (xi < xn1
i ) AND (xi < xn2

i ), then identify oneself as Rwest.

Each robot executes the above steps to determine if it is one of the four
robots. Following this, the North, South, East and West robots alone broad-
cast their coordinates for a few iterations. These messages are received by the
other robots and stored. The other robots also rebroadcast these messages.
It should be noted that the robots are in a circle, so these messages literally
travel around the circle. Also, the messages broadcast by the North, South,
East and West robots need not be tagged. Once the other robots have four
distinct coordinates stored, they can easily determine which corresponds to
North, South, East and West (the North robot will have the highest y coor-
dinate among the four and so on). The above algorithm is termed here as the
NEWS algorithm. At the end of the NEWS algorithm the north, south, east
and west robots are first correctly identified and labelled. Then their coordi-
nates are made available to all other robots. Each robot Ri stores these co-
ordinates as (xnorth

i , ynorth
i ), (xsouth

i , ysouth
i ), (xeast

i , yeast
i ) and (xwest

i , ywest
i ).

Then the group can execute one of the following algorithms to form other
shapes or dividing into groups, as described next.

6.1 Formation of a Vertical Line

This algorithm is for a vertical line but could be used easily for a horizontal
line as well. The idea behind line formation is that the North robot remains
fixed, while all the other robots move along the direction of the x-axis to align
themselves below the North robot. Every robot Ri executes the following
steps:

Step 1: Execute the NEWS algorithm.
Step 2: If (Rnorth), then do not move. STOP.
Step 3: Set the target coordinates (xtar

i , ytar
i ) to be reached as (xnorth

i , yi).
Step 4: Take a step towards (xtar

i , ytar
i ).

Step 5: Repeat Step 4 for N iter2 iterations (chosen empirically).

By replacing Rnorth (or Rsouth) by Reast (or Rwest), one can form a horizontal
line instead of a vertical line. The algorithm was tested using simulations and
results are depicted in Figure 2, where the dots (.) represent initial positions
along a circle and the asterisks (∗) the final positions along a line.

6.2 Formation of a Triangle

The idea behind this algorithm is to form a triangle with the North, East and
West robots as the vertices. The robots in the bottom two quadrants of the
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Fig. 2. Result from an actual simulation of robots having executed the line forma-
tion algorithm

circle form the base, while the robots in each quadrant on top form one side
each. This results in an isosceles triangle. Basically, each robot moves along
the direction of the y-axis to reach a point on the line segment of its interest.
The orientation of the triangle can be changed easily. Every robot Ri executes
the following steps:

Step 1: Execute the NEWS algorithm.
Step 2: If (Rnorth) OR (Reast) OR (Rwest), then do not move. STOP.
Step 3: If (xi > xnorth

i ) AND (yi > yeast
i ), then set the tar-

get coordinates (xtar
i , ytar

i ) as the point on the line connecting
(xnorth

i , ynorth
i ) and (xeast

i , yeast
i ) with x-coordinate xi. Go to Step

6.
Step 4: If (xi < xnorth

i ) AND (yi > ywest
i ), then set the tar-

get coordinates (xtar
i , ytar

i ) as the point on the line connecting
(xnorth

i , ynorth
i ) and (xwest

i , ywest
i ) with x-coordinate xi. Go to Step

6.
Step 5: Set the target coordinates (xtar

i , ytar
i ) as the point on the line

connecting (xwest
i , ywest

i ) and (xeast
i , yeast

i ) with x-coordinate xi.
Step 6: Take a step towards (xtar

i , ytar
i ).

Step 7: Repeat Step 6 for N iter3 iterations (chosen empirically).

By changing the choice of stationary robots (between Rnorth, Rsouth, Reast

and Rwest) the orientation of the triangle can be changed.
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6.3 Formation of a Square

The algorithm for a square is nearly the same as the triangle algorithm de-
scribed earlier. The only difference is that, once a robot determines that it is
one of the cardinal (North, South, East or West) robots, it does not move.
All the other robots try to form lines with these robots as end points forming
a quadrilateral that is approximately a square. Every robot Ri executes the
following steps:

Step 1: Execute the NEWS algorithm.
Step 2: If (Rnorth) OR (Rsouth) OR (Reast) OR (Rwest), then do not

move. STOP.
Step 3: If (xi > xnorth

i ) AND (yi > yeast
i ), then set the tar-

get coordinates (xtar
i , ytar

i ) as the point on the line connecting
(xnorth

i , ynorth
i ) and (xeast

i , yeast
i ) with x-coordinate xi. Go to Step

7.
Step 4: If (xi < xnorth

i ) AND (yi > ywest
i ), then set the tar-

get coordinates (xtar
i , ytar

i ) as the point on the line connecting
(xnorth

i , ynorth
i ) and (xwest

i , ywest
i ) with x-coordinate xi. Go to Step

7.
Step 5: If (xi < xsouth

i ) AND (yi < ywest
i ), then set the target coordi-

nates (xtar
i , ytar

i ) as the point on the line connecting (xsouth
i , ysouth

i )
and (xwest

i , ywest
i ) with x-coordinate xi. Go to Step 7.

Step 6: Set the target coordinates (xtar
i , ytar

i ) as the point on the line
connecting (xsouth

i , ysouth
i ) and (xeast

i , yeast
i ) with x-coordinate xi.

Step 7: Take a step towards (xtar
i , ytar

i ).
Step 8: Repeat Step 7 for N iter4 iterations (chosen empirically).

6.4 Formation of a Semi-circle

For a semicircle, the robots in the upper two quadrants remain in place,
while the robots in the bottom half form a line. Every robot Ri executes the
following steps:

Step 1: Execute the NEWS algorithm.
Step 2: If (Reast) OR (Rwest), do not move. STOP.
Step 3: If (yi > ywest

i ) OR (yi > yeast
i ), do not move. S TOP.

Step 4: Set the target coordinates (xtar
i , ytar

i ) as the point on the line
connecting (xwest

i , ywest
i ) and (xeast

i , yeast
i ) with x-coordinate xi.

Step 5: Take a step towards (xtar
i , ytar

i ).
Step 6: Repeat Step 5 for N iter5 iterations (chosen empirically).

The results for formation of triangle, square and semi-circle are presented in
Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively. It can be observed that the
distribution of the robots along the edges of these patterns is not uniform.
This was expected, since distribution was not addressed in the algorithms.
The focus was only on achieving different patterns.
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Fig. 3. Result from an actual simulation of robots having executed the triangle
formation algorithm
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Fig. 4. Result from an actual simulation of robots having executed the square
formation algorithm
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Fig. 5. Result from an actual simulation of robots having executed the semicircle
formation algorithm

6.5 Splitting into Four Groups

This method is similar to the algorithms discussed earlier. The robots first
determine the quadrant, and thus the group in which they belong. Following
this, they make sure they coordinate only with the robots in their group
for future tasks. To achieve this, they tag messages they broadcast with a
group identification based on the quadrant in which they fall. Using this group
identification, they make use of messages from their group and ignore messages
from members of other groups. Each group can form any pattern based on all
the algorithms explained in the earlier sections. For the group determination
algorithm, every robot Ri executes the following steps (this is similar to the
steps used in the square formation algorithm, but is presented here for sake
of completeness):

Step 1: Execute the NEWS algorithm.
Step 2: If (Rnorth) OR (Rwest) OR (Rsouth) OR (Reast), assign oneself

a value of 1, 2, 3 and 4 as the group identification, respectively.
STOP.

Step 3: If (xi > xnorth
i ) AND (yi > yeast

i ), then assign oneself a group
identification of 1. STOP.

Step 4: If (xi < xnorth
i ) AND (yi > ywest

i ), then assign oneself a group
identification of 2. STOP.

Step 5: If (xi < xsouth
i ) AND (yi < ywest

i ), then assign oneself a group
identification of 3. STOP.
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Step 6: If (xi > xsouth
i ) AND (yi < yeast

i ), then assign oneself a group
identification of 4.

Now every robot has a group identification and hence can execute separate
behaviors by coordinating only with robots which have the same group iden-
tification. It should be noted that execution of the same algorithm by each
robot results in it assigning itself a group identification. This does not give
an identity to the individual robots, which still remain anonymous. It only
serves the purpose of helping the robots distinguish the messages coming from
members in their group from those coming from other groups. The simulation
results are presented in Figure 6 where the robots, after determining their
groups, interact with only their group members and execute the circle forma-
tion algorithm (diameter of the smaller circles can be chosen to be a fraction
of the larger circle). Circle formation by groups is just an example and they
can perform other tasks as well.

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Fig. 6. Result from an actual simulation of robots having executed the splitting
into groups and performing group tasks algorithm

6.6 Splitting into Groups — Generalized Case

While splitting robots into four equal groups is interesting, many applications
require a different number of possibly unequal groups. In this section, we
discuss how circle formation can be exploited to achieve this.

In a circle, the robots are distributed uniformly, so one can employ a
splitting technique based on the angular position of the robots with respect
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to the center of the circle. The robots are aware of the positions of the cardinal
(North, South, East and West) robots and using their position can determine
their angle with respect to the line segment between the center of the circle
and the East robot. (The center of the circle can be taken as the geometric
center of the cardinal robot positions). Depending on the application, the
robots can be pre-programmed with certain angles so as to divide the circle
into sectors, and hence groups. Based on the sector in which a robot lies, it
can assign itself a pre-specified group identification. Then as shown in the
earlier subsections, the robots can coordinate only with its group members
and perform tasks assigned to the group. Note again that, while robots do
determine special labels in the field and act accordingly, no specific robot is
pre-tasked with a particular behavior. All behavioral differentiation emerges
through self-organization.

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

Group 1
Group 2

Group 3

Fig. 7. Diagram depicting splitting of robots in a circluar formation based on an-
gular constraints

Figure 7, depicts this technique. In this case, the robots are split into three
groups. The robots need to given two angles for splitting into three groups.
In the special case in which the angles of the sectors are specified such that
they are equal, the resulting groups are also equal.

An example of such a splitting technique is presented in Figure 8. In this
example, the angles specified were 60 and 120 degrees and hence resulted in
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Fig. 8. Result from an actual simulation of robots having executed the splitting
into 3 unequal groups algorithm

sectors with angles 60, 120 and 180 degrees. The groups then performed circle
formation algorithms (with one-fourth the original diameter). The distribution
of the three circles can be seen to vary depending on the number of robots that
ended up in each group, which is directly proportional to the magnitude of
the angles. Since circle-formation is the basis of forming other shapes, robots
in each small circle can then form different shapes, This is shown in Figure 9.

7 Programming the Robots

The real power of multi-robot systems lies in distributed control and it is
essential that each robot be made entirely autonomous with no need for man-
ual intervention. Thus, if the robots are to perform complex tasks comprising
several subtasks such as circle formation, group formation, etc., there must
be a canonical procedure program that can be pre-loaded into each robot such
that, as each robot executes its program, the result is the performance of the
complex task. One possible approach to this is discussed here.

The general program followed by each robot can be described as follows:

• Perform a circle formation algorithm for a given number of iterations.
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Fig. 9. Result from an actual simulation for splitting into 3 unequal groups and
performing different group tasks

• Perform the NEWS algorithm for a given number of iterations.
• Determine the group identity.
• Perform the task assigned to the group.

Once, the parameters like, number of iterations and the task for each group
are given prior to deploying the robots, there is no need for any manual
intervention. Also, it is important to note that all robots are given identical
programs. Differences in behavior arise only as a result of labelling generated
during execution, and are not specifically assigned to individual robots a priori.

This idea is illustrated in Figure 10. Initially, the robots are in arbitrary
positions. They then execute the circle formation algorithm, followed by the
self-determination of groups. Then the robots execute (say) the circle forma-
tion algorithm as a group task and from there, they can form different shapes,
which they know beforehand.

Similar programs can be written for other complex tasks. When a group of
robots is to perform that task, the appropriate program can be loaded into all
the robots or, more likely, triggered by circumstances. In the latter scenario, a
large number of programs would be stored in each robot — the same ones for
each — and would be triggered through an external instruction or observations
made by the robots themselves. This will raise issues of consistency, i.e., how
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Fig. 10. Combination figure showing results from simulations performed succes-
sively. 1-Robots are randomly distributed, 2-Robots execute circle formation algo-
rithm, 3-Robots split into four groups and each forms a circle, 4-Each group then
forms other pattern s

to ensure that all robots switch to the same program, but this is beyond the
scope of the present work. Similar issues exist even with groups of human
agents, which must be told to switch tasks. The focus in this work is on
developing algorithms where these “external imperatives” can be made as
independent of the detailed state of the robot group as possible (e.g., not
requiring information on identities or positions of specific robots).

8 Discussion and Conclusion

The work described in this chapter has built upon circle-formation algorithms
developed by other researchers to explore whether this can be used as a generic
coordination mechanism for solving other, more complex organization prob-
lems. We have described methods to make robots form different shapes like
lines, semicircles, triangles and squares, and to split into groups of specified
size to perform specialized group tasks. A key point is that, using this ap-
proach, each robot for a specific organization task can be pre-loaded with
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a generic program whose execution by all individual robots will lead to the
desired organization without need for manual intervention.

Most problems in formation or organization are solved by the assignment
of roles or tasks to specific individuals. For example, a square can be formed
if four robots are assigned to be the corners and the rest then use them to
line up along the edges. However, in the absence of a central controller and
with anonymous robots, there is no objective basis on which to make these
assignments; all agents execute the same algorithm, and none is inherently
disposed to behave in a special way. One possible way to get around this is to
adapt leader-election algorithms [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 25, 26] developed in the
distributed systems literature for various purposes. These algorithms distin-
guish certain agents/robots for specific tasks (e.g., cluster-heads or gateways
in ad-hoc networks) through a distributed process. Once these leaders are
elected, they can perform functions such as indicating vertices or serving as
beacons, and the rest can execute appropriate algorithms to fall in place using
these indicators. However, different groups of agents must behave differently
relative to the leaders/beacons to achieve the formation, e.g., four different
groups of robots must choose a different edge to line up along in order to form
a square. Thus, the decentralized organization process involves three steps: 1)
Selection of specific leader/beacon agents; 2) Assignment of different behav-
iors to appropriate subgroups of agents; and 3) Execution of the designated
behaviors by all agents. The assignments made in Steps 1 and 2 must satisfy
certain criteria, e.g., number of beacons and relatively equal sizes of groups.
Our work explores the use of circle formation as a generic mechanism integrat-
ing both leader-election and subsequent group assignment in a reliable and
efficient way. The circle is especially appropriate for this function because of
its uniquely homogeneous, arbitrarily symmetric shape. It provides a natural
manifold for defining a problem-specific coordinate system for a wide class of
problems. In work not presented here we have also studied the robustness of
our algorithms and found them to be quite robust to many, though not all,
types of errors [42] The results presented in this chapter demonstrate clearly
that our approach is both powerful and generic. However, several issues, such
as the positioning of groups, remain open and will be addressed in future
work.
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